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1300 S. Evergreen Park Drive SW
Olympia, Washington 98504

Re: \ryUTC Docket No. U-180680 (the "Docket")
In the Matter of the Joint Application Puget Sound Energy, lnc., et ø1.

Non-Consolidation Opinion Regarding Puget Sound Energyo Inc.
and Certain of its Affiliates

Commissioners and Staff:

We have acted as counsel to Puget Sound Energy,Inc., a Washington corporation ("PSE"),
and wholly-owned subsidiary of Puget Energy, Inc., a Washington corporation ("Puget Energy"),
to, among other things, provide this opinion to you in connection with the approval of the sale of
indirect interests in PSE and Commitment #36 of Appendix A to the Multiparty Settlement
Stipulation and Agreement appearing on the Docket, which requires a'onon-consolidation opinion
... which concludes that the ring fencing provisions are sufficient that a bankruptcy court would
not order the substantive consolidation of the assets and liabilities of PSE with those of Puget
Energy or its affiliates or subsidiaries."

You have requested our opinion as to whether, if one or more Relevant Parties (defined
below) were to become a debtor in a case under Title I I of the United States Code (the
"Bankruptcy Code"), a court having jurisdiction over that case (a 'obankruptcy court") would
order substantive consolidation of the assets and liabilities of PSE with those of one or more
Relevant Parties.

PSE is a public utility regulated by the Washington Utilities and Transportation
Commission ("WUTC"). Puget Energy is wholly owned by Puget Equico LLC, a Washington
limited liability company ('oEquico"). Equico is wholly owned by Puget Intermediate Holdings,
Inc., a Washington corporation ("Puget Intermediate"), which is, in turn, wholly owned by Puget
Holdings LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("Puget Holdings"). This letter refers
collectively to Puget Holdings, Puget Intermediate, Equico, and Puget Energy as the "Relevant
Parties" and each individually as a "Relevant Party." No Relevant Party is a public utility
regulated by WUTC.
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A. Documents Examined

In connection with this letter, we have examined originals or copies of the documents,

records, and certihcates of officers of PSE that we have considered necessary to provide a basis

for the opinions expressed in this letter, including the following:

A-1. Order 08 Approving and Adopting Settlement Stipulation; Authorizing Transaction

Subject to Conditio,rzs entered on December 30, 2009, in Docket U-072375 by the Washington

State Utilities and Transportation Commission (the *2009 Order").

A-2. Final Order 06 (Corrected) Approving Multiparty Settlement; Authorizing
Proposed Transactions entered on March 71,2019, in Docket U-180680 by WUTC (the "2019

Order'o and, together with the 2009 Order, the "Orders").

A-3. Each Certificste In Support Of Opinion Of Perkins Coie LLP, dated as of June 6,

2019, attached to this letter as Exhibit A (the o'Officer's Certificates").

B. Assumptions

We have relied, without independent factual investigation, on the Officer's Certificates,

which we assume to be true, complete, and accurate in all rnaterial respects, and on the following

assumptions:

B- 1 . The copies of all docurnents, including those listed in A- I through A-2 above, that

we examined are accurate in all respects rnaterial to the opinions expressed in this letter.

B-2. Each Relevant Party and PSE validly exists in good standing under the laws of the

jurisdiction of its organization.

B-3. Creditors of PSE and WUTC have reasonably relied and will in the future

reasonably rely on PSE's separateness from any Relevant Party; those creditors and the public

would suffer prejudice from, or would be harmed by, a consolidation of PSE's assets and liabilities

with those of any Relevant Party.

B-4. To the extent material to its separateness, PSE has complied and will comply at all

times with the ring-fencing provisions of the Orders.

B-5. PSE is, and intends in the future to remain, solvent (but our opinion is not based on

any assumption regarding PSE's future solvency).
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B-6. PSE [raintains, and intends in the future to maintain, adequate capital in light of its

contemplated business operations (but our opinion is not based on any assumption regarding PSE's

future capital ization).

B-7. PSE will not engage in any type of fraudulent activity material to its separateness.

B-8. To the extent material to PSE's separateness, each Relevant Party that is a direct or

indirect owner of PSE has caused, and at alltimes in the future will cause, PSE to be operated and

managed in compliance with the foregoing assumptions'

B-9. No Relevant Party will engage in any type of fraudulent activity material to PSE's

separateness.

B-10. Because the legalprinciples bearing on the matters on which we opine in this letter

are applied to the existing facts and circumstances, we have assumed that: (a) the Orders remain

in effect without amendment material to our opinion and that PSE and the Relevant Parties have

cornplied and will continue to cornply with the Orders and with applicable law; and (b) that the

matters certified in the Officer's Certificates and the factual assumptions set forth in this letter

continue to exist and remain true and accurate in the future, except to the extent that any such

assumption relates to the financial condition of any Relevant Party or PSE other than on the date

of this letter.

B-11. There are no other agreements among any of the parties that would alter the terms

of the Orders in any respect material to our opinion.

B-12. WUTC would object to, the public would be harmed and prejudiced by, and one or

more pafties-in-interest would timely present an objection to substantive consolidation of PSE with

one or more Relevant Parties and completely brief and argue that objection.

C. Opinions

Based on the foregoing and the legal discussion below, subject to the assumptions,

qualifications, and exclusions stated in this letter, and while there is no case litigated on the merits

directly on point, we express the following opinion:

C-1. lf one or lrore Relevant Parties became a debtor in a case under the Bankruptcy

Code, under current reported decisional authority, in a properly presented and decided case, a

bankruptcy cour-t woulà not order substantive consolidation of the assets and liabilities of PSE,

with those of one or more Relevant Parties'

i!r;'rìì: i:a;'t i..i.il
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D. Discussion

D-1. GeneralPrinciples

The general principle is well-established that the legal separateness of corporate entities

will presumptively be recognized. Substantive consolidation is a judicially created doctrine that

runs counter to this well-established principle.l Under the doctrine of substantive consolidation, a

bankruptcy court may, if appropriate circumstances are determined to exist, consolidate the assets

and liabilities of different entities by merging the assets and liabilities of the entities and treating

the related entities as a consolidated entity for purposes of distribution in a bankruptcy case. Some

courts have held that substantive consolidation can be used with similar effect to extend a debtor's

bankruptcy proceeding to include in the debtor's estate the assets of a related entity that is not a

debtor in a case under the Bankruptcy Code. In addition, some cout'ts have held that a court can

consolidate estates as to certain unsecured claims (e.g., trade claims) even if it is not consolidating

as to all unsecured claims.

The doctrine of substantive consolidation continues to evolve, and there is no uniform
consensus as to the method of analyzing cases in which substantive consolidation is sought. The

fluidity and uncertainty associated with the factors and tests described below has been noted by

several courts, but is best illustrated by the often-paraphrased contment "that as to substantive

consolidation, precedents are of little value" and, therefore, each analysis must be made o'on a case-

by-case basis."2

The rnodern statement of the doctrine is found in the opinions of the Third, 3 Second, a and

District of Columbias p.C.¡ Circuit Courts of Appeal. Most recently, the Third Circuit established

a test in In re Owens Corning under which the proponent seeking substantive consolidation must

establish either: (1) that the entities disregarded their separateness prepetition "so significantly

rThe authority ofbankruptcy courts to substantively consolidate is generally believed to derive from the equitable

powers provided in Bankruptcy Code $ 105. But at least one bankruptcy coutt has concluded that Bankruptcy Code $

5+Z r"ru.r as the statutory authority for substantive consolidation, In re Cyberco Holdings, Inc., 431 B,R. 404,432

(Bankr. W.D. Mich. 20 10).

2 In re Crown Mach. & Lltelding, lnc.,100 B.R. 25, 27-28 (Bankr. D. Mont. 1989).

3 In re Owens Corning,419 F,3d 195 (3d Cir. 2005)'

a (Jnion Savings Bankv. Augie/Restivo Baking Co,, Ltd. (In re Augie/Restivo Balcing Co,),860 F.2d 515 (2d Cir. 1988).

The Ninth Cirõuit expressly adopted the Second Circuit's Augie/Restivo test in Alexander v. Compton (In re Bonham),

229 F.3d750,766 (9th Cir. 2000).

s Drablcin v. Midland-Ross Corp. (In re Auto-Train Corp., Inc.), 810 F .2d 270 (D.C. Cir. 1987). The Eleventh Circuit

expressly adopted the D.C. Ciròuit's two-prong Auto-Train tesf in Eastgroup Propertíes v. S. Motel Ass'n, Ltd,,935

f i¿Z+i,24Ç elth Cir. 1991), whereas the Eighth Circuit established a similar three-prong testin In re Gíller,962

F.2d 796, 799 (ïth Cir. 1992).

l*J:"!!ìl l-ii.' I i.fj
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fthat] their creditors relied on the breakdown of entity borders and treated them as one legal entity,"

or (2) that postpetition the assets and liabilities of the entities "are so scrambled that separating

tlrern is prohibitive and hurts all creditors."6 Under the Second Circuit's formulation, in In re
Augie/Restivo Baking Co., acourt analyzes (1) "whether creditors dealt with the entities as a single

econornic unit and did not rely on their separate identity in extending credit," or (2) "whether the

affairs of the two entities u.. ,o entangled that consolidation will benefit all creditors."T Under the

D.C. Circuit test, established in In re Auto-Train Corp., Inc., lhe proponent of consolidation must

make a prima facie case by demonstrating that: (1) there is "substantial identity between the

entities to be consolidated;" and (2) "consolidation is necessary to avoid some harm or to rcalize

some benefit."s Once the proponent for consolidation has made this showing, a creditor rnay then
,'object on the grounds that it relied on the separate credit of one of the entities and that it will be

prejudiced by ihe consolidation."e Although the D.C. Circuit's test states a less severe standard

ittun tt't. tests adopted by the Second and Third Circuits, courts applying the Auto-Traintestwill
substantively consolidate in the event of actual reliance by a creditor on the separateness of the

entities who is prejudiced by consolidation only if the benefits of substantive consolidation

"heavily outweigh" the harm to the objecting creditor harmed by consolidation.l0 The Courts of
Appeals' decisions uniformly deny consolidation if separate assets and liabilities of the entities

can be identified and a significant ðreditor has relied on the separateness of the entities.l I

In circuits where there is no controlling Court of Appeals authority, courts may rely on an

analysis based on lists of factors.12 Two sets of substantive consolidation factors are often cited.

One list of factors, taken from the older alter-ego veil-piercing cases, is collected in the Tenth

6 Owens Corning,4l9 F.3d at211.

7 Augie/Restivo Baking Co.,860 F.2d at 518.

8 Attto-Train,810 F.2d at276.

e Id.

ro Eøsîgroup, g35 F.2d at 249. This "modern trend" was explicitly rejected in Owens Corning, 419 F .3d at 210.

lt See Owens Corning,4 19 F,3d at 212; Augie/llestivo Balcìng Co. , 860 F .2d af 520 ("Where, as in the instant case,

creditors . . . knowingly rnade loans to separate entities and no irrernediable commingling of assets has occurred, a

crcditor cannot be rnade to sacrifice the priority of its claims against its debtor by fiat based on the bankruptcy coutt's

speculation that it knows the creditor''s interests better than does the creditor itself '), But see Eastgroup, 935 F .2d at

iqr) n.tl (describing how a creditor may be estopped ftom clairring reliance "where a reasonable creditor in a similar

situation would not have relied on the separate credit ofone ofthe entities to be consolidated").

t2 See, e.g.,In re Tureand,45 B.R. 658,662 (Bankr. N. D. Okla. 1985), aff'd,59 B.R. 973 (N.D. Okla. 1986), and 1r

,e Guycã,593 F.2dg21,g2}_2g (lOth Cir. 1979);for additional cases citing factors and related cases,,tee In re Drexel

Burnham Lambert Group, Inc,, 738B.R.723,764 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1992) (citing cases); see also In re Affiliated

Foods, lnc.,249 B.R. 7i0, 776^84 (Bankr. W. D. Mo. 2000); In re Giller,962F.2d at798-99; Eastgroup,935 F'2d

at 249*50; In re Apex Oit Co.,1 18 B.R. 683, 692-93 (Bankr. E.D. Mo. 1990) (relyingo in paft, on such factors, but

also considering fairness of substantive consolidation to creditors).

i:trr,:i:; ili; r: ì..l.ir
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Circuit's opinion in Fish v. East.l3 The second commonly cited list of factors appears in In re
Vecco Constrttction Industries, Inc,t4

The presence or absence of some or all of these o'elements" does not necessarily lead to a

deterrninatión that substantive consolidation is or is not appropriate.ls Indeed, many of the

"elements" are present in most bankruptcy cases involving affìliated companies or a holding

company structuìe but do not necessarily lead to substantive consolidation. The Third Circuit and

othei courts have noted that some of these factors, particularly the "consolidation of financial

statements," "difficulty of separating assets," "commingling of assets,o' and 'oprofitability to all

creditors," may be more important than others.l6

We also note that several cases have considered a factor articulated in 1942 in Stone v.

Eacho - i.e., whether "by . . ignoring the separate corporate entity of the [subsidiaries] and

t3 114 F.2d 177,191 (1Oth Cir. 1940): (a)the parent corporation owns all or a majority of the capital stock of the

subsidiary; (b) the parent and subsidiary corporations have common directors or officers; (c) the parent corporation

finances ihe'subsidìary; (d) the parent corporation subscribes to all the capital stock of the subsidiary or otherwise

causes its incorporation; (e) the iubsidiary has grossly inadequate capital; (f) the parent corporation pays the salaries

or expenses oi lo5.r of the subsidiary; (g) the subsidiary has substantially no business except with the parent

cor.poiation or no assets except those conveyed to it by the parent corporation; (h) in the papers of the parent

corporation, and in the statements of its officers, "the subsidiary" is referred to as such or as a department or division;

(i) ihe direators or executives of the subsidiary do not act independently in the interest of the subsidiary but take

àírection fi.o¡r the parent corporation; and O the forrnal legal requirements of the subsidiary as a separate and

independent corporation are not observed.

14 4 Il.R. 407,4I0 (Bankr E.D, Va. 1980): (a) the degree of difficulty in segregating and ascertaining individual assets

and iiability; (b) the presence or absence of consolidated financial statements; (c) profitability of consolidiation at a

single physicai Íocatiån; (d) the cornmingling of assets and business functions; (e) the unity of interests and ownership

betweén ihe various corporate entities; (f) the existence ofparent or inter-corporate guarantees on loans; and (g) the

transfer of assets without formal observance of corporate formalities.

ts See In re Donnt Queen, Ltd.,41 B.R, 706, 709-10 (Bankr. E.D.N,Y. 1984) (criteria "should not be rnechanically

applied,'in determiiing consolidation; rather, factors should be evaluated within the larger context of balancing the

piå¡uOi". resulting from the proposed order ofconsolidation with the prejudice alleged by creditor from the debtor's

s.pä.at.ness.;; seá also In rà Drexel Burnham Lqmbert Group, Lnc.,738 B.R. at 76445 (the consolidation factors
o,must be evaluated within the larger context of balancing the prejudice resulting from the proposed consolidation

against the effect ofpreserving separate debtor entities")'

t6 OwensCorning,4lgF.3d at210_11 ("Inassessingwhethertoordersubstantiveconsolidation,couttsconsidermany
factors. . . . They vary (with degrees of overtap) from courtto court. Ratherthan endorsing any prefixed factors, in

Nesbit we,adopi¡ed1 än intentioñally open-ended, equitable inquiry . . . to determine when substantively to consolidate

two entities"';(lnìernat citations omitted); see also Morse Operations, Inc. v. Robins Le-Cocq, Inc., (In re Lease-A-

Fteet, Inc.), f 4ì S.n. 869,877 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1992) (noting that, in that-particular case, "the mole important factors"

have not been alleged or.asserted "with any degree of particularity"); R2 Investments, LDC v' World Access, Inc. (In

re IlorldAccess, inc.),301 B.R. 217,276 (Bankr. N.D. 111.2003) (describing certain factors as "more impoftant").

Bttt see Augie/Restivo, 860 F.2d at 519, and Owens Corning,419 F,3d at272, which point to explicit guarantees as

indicia of separateness.

l:iì,'!r'i:Ì i:i; I i..i.i'
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consolidating the proceedings . . . with those of the parent corporation . . . all the creditors receive

that equalit/of treatment which it is the purpose 
-of 

ilr. bankruptcy act to afford."lTArguably,

these cases ieflect "the courls' recognition of the increasingly widespread existence in the business

world of parent and subsidiary corpãrations with interrelated corporate structures and functions"l8

and suggest that, in the absence of harm or prejudice to any particular group, a court would be less

.on..r*d with traditional concepts of actual or constructive blameworthy behavior. There are

Bankruptcy Court decisions in which courts have ordered substantive consolidation where

consoliãation would enhance the debtors' chances of successful rcorganization.le It is important,

however, to note that the courts in these cases have ernphasized the absence of any harm or

prejudice to any particular group or have concluded, after consideringlhe equities, that any hann

ãr prejudice is åuiweighed by thè benefits of substantive consolidation.20 The United States Courts

of Apþeals for the Secãnd Circuit and the Third Circuit, however, have ruled that merely furthering

the reòrganization effort is not, in the absence of the more traditional factors, enough to warrant

substantive consolidation. 2 1

Given that the power to order substantive consolidation derives from a bankruptcy coult's

equitable jurisdiction, ih" isu" is determined on a case-by-case basis and the decisions reflect the

cóurts' analysis of the particular factual circumstances presented. A cout't's inquiry involves an

examination of the organizational structures of the entities proposed to be consolidated, their

relationships with each other, and their relationships with their respective creditors and other third

parties. Ii particular, the court will consider the impact on the creditors of each entity if

t7 Stone v. Eacho, 127 F.2d 284,288 (4th Cir. 1942); see also In re Richton Intern. Corp,,12 B'R. 555, 558 (Bankr.

S.D.N.y. i981) (considering, as a key factor, that consolidation "will yield an equitable treatment of creditors without

any undue prejudice to any particular group"); In re Manzey Land & Cattle Co,,17 B.R. 332' 338 (Bankr' D.S.D'

1982); In re Food Fair, Inc.,70 B.R' 123, 127 (Bankr. S.D.N'Y' 1981)'

ls In re F. A. potts & Co,, Inc.,23 B,R. 569,571(Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1982);see also Eastgroup Ptops.,935 F.2d at248-

49 (noting ,,a omodern' or 'liberal' trend toward allowing substantive consolidation, which has its genesis in the

incrèased-judicial recognition of the widespread use of interrelated corporate structures by subsidiary corporations

operating under a parent entity's corporate umbrella") (citing In re Murray Indus., 119 B'R. 820,828-29 (Bankr'

fr¿.O.nlã. 1990);InreVeccoConstr. Indus. Inc.,4B.R.at409);Richtonlnt'lCorp.,12B.R'555;InreVeccoConstr.
Inù.ts., Inc.,4 B.R. at 407; Seth D. Amera &,. Alan Kolod, Substantive Consolidqtion: Getting ßaclc to Basics,14 AM.

BANKR. lNSr. L. REV. 1 (2006); btú see Owens Corning, 419 F.3d at209, n.15 ("Thus we disagree with the asseftion

of a 'liberal tlend' toward increased use of substantive consolidation.")

ts tr[anzey Land & Cøttle, 17 B.R. at 337-38; F.A. Potts & Co.,23 B.R, at 573; Mttrray Indus.,179 B'R. at 832: In re

Nite Lite Inns,17 B.R. 367, 370 (Bankr' S'D. Cal .1982).

20 See also In re Silver,No. 3-75-1710(D), 1976 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17383,at *11 (Bankr' D. Minn. 1976)'

21 ln Augie/Restivo,the Second Circuit found that consolidation would unfairly prejudice the principal creditor of one

of the debtor s. Augie/Restivo, 860 F.2d at 520. In Owens Corning, the Third Circuit stated: "Mere benefit to the

adrninistration of the case (for example, allowing a coutt to simplify a case by avoiding other issues or to make

postpetition accountingrrlo...onu"nient) is hardly a harm calling substantive consolidation into play." Owens

Corning, 419 F.3d at 211.

i:aì ¡riì:ì l;a,t.) i..1.i!
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consolidation were to be ordered and whether such parties would be unfairly prejudiced or treated

more equitably by substantive consolidation.

While substantive consolidation was originally developed in the corporate context, the

standards have more recently been applied in the context of partnerships and limited liability
companies. Courts have ordered substantive consolidation of a general partnershþ with its general

partners,22 a corporation with individuals,23 and individuals with corporations.2a Applicable state

iaws under which limited liability companies are formed establish the separateness of such entities

from their partners and members with equivalent or greater specificity than do state laws applicable

to corporations.2s

D-2. Application of General Principles to Present Transaction

The question whether, and in what circumstances, a coutt should order substantive

consolidation of the assets and liabilities of PSE with those of one or more Relevant Parties cannot

be answered in the abstract, but must take into account the actual facts and circumstances of the

operations and relations of those entities over time. In light of the lack of a detailed, clearly

piescribed standard for determining the appropriateness of substantive consolidation under

èxisting case law, and given the equitable basis for the remedy, any opinion regarding substantive

consolidation rnust, of necessity, be a reasoned opinion based on the various "elements" and, to

the extent applicable, the balancing test applied by some courts.

ln expressing our opinion, we note the following considerations presented by the facts of
this case:

(a) PSE, consistent with the ring-fencing provisions of the Orders, will:

o not pledge its assets or guarantee or otherwise obligate itself with
respect to any debts, liabilities, or obligations of any Relevant Party

or hold out itself or its credit as being available to satisfy any debts,

liabilities or obligations of any Relevant Party;

22 F.D.I.C. v. Colonial llealty Co.,966 F.2d 57 (2d Cir. 1'992).

23 l-Iolytuell Corp. v. The Bank of New York,59 B.R. 340 (S.D. Fla. 1986), dismissed sub nom. Miani Ctr. Ltd. P'ship

v. Bank of N.Y., 820 F.2d 37 6 (llth Cir. 1987)'

2a In re Baker & Getty Fin. Servs., Inc.,78 B.R. 139 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 1987)'

2s See 6 Del. Code Ann $$ 18-303, 18-701 (1995).

i:'ili;'!i i:ì i,iil.t i..i l1
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o not acquire any obligations or securities of any Relevant Party or

otherwise advance credit to or make loans to any Relevant Pafty;

r maintain its debt separate from the financial securities and debt of any

Relevant PartY;

o maintain its own books, records and accounts that are separate and

apart from any Relevant Party's books, records, and accounts,

provided that the foregoing will not prevent PSE, for non-Washington

iegulatory purposes, from being included in consolidated flrnancial

stàtements in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles, consolidated tax returns and tax reporting in accordance

with applicable tax law and regulations, and other consolidated

financial presentation and reporting;

I not commingle its funds or assets with those of any Relevant Party,

other than under a centralized cash management system with a record-

keeping procedure that permits one to determine the portion of the

comrningled cash owned bY PSE;

o transact business with any Relevant Party only on cofilmercially

reasonable terms that are no less favorable to PSE than terms

obtainable in an arm's-length relationship with an unrelated third

PartY;

¡ hold itself out as a corporation separate and apart from any Relevant

Party and observe all corporate formalities;

e conduct its own business in its own name or an acronym (such as

"PSE") commonly associated with PSE; and

o allocate expenses and overhead shared with any Relevant Party fairly
and reasonablY.

(b) Since PSE is a regr.rlated public utility, it would be contrary to the public

interest and, thus, inequitable to substantively consolidate PSE with one or more Relevant Parties.

(c) Since PSE is a regulated public utility, the separate assets and liabilities of
pSE are a matter of public record. As a result, PSE's creditors and the public in general (i) have

no reasonable basis to conclude that PSE is not separate from each of the Relevant Parties and

(ii) can reasonably be assumed to have relied on PSE's separateness from each Relevant Pafty.

!i:i,t::r ill ¡ i..i..l
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(d) PSE was established for a legitimate business purpose and not for the

purpose of perpetuating a fraud or circumventing public policy.

B. Limitations; Qualifications; Exclusions

The opinion expressed above is subject to the following limitations, qualifications, and

exclusions:

E-1. This opinion relates solely to the Bankruptcy Code and is limited to the speciflrc

issues addressed. We express no opinion as to any other matter. Without limiting the generality of
the preceding two sentences, this opinion does not canvass o'alter ego," instrumentality, enterprise,

or sìmilar'opiercing the corporate veil" case law decided under applicable non-bankruptcy law in

connection with our analysis of the doctrine of substantive consolidation.

E-2. Substantive consolidation is an equitable doctrine; courts have accorded different

degrees of importance to the factual elements before them in determining whether to exercise their

equitable power to order substantive consolidation.

E-3. We express no opinion with respect to the consolidation, substantive or otherwise,

of the assets and liabiLities of PSE with those of one or more Relevant Parties if such consolidation

is incorporated in a plan of rcorganization accepted by creditors under Bankruptcy Code $ 1 126

and not opposed by any creditor or party-in-interest.

F.4. In reaching our opinion, we have relied on concepts frorn the cases discussed above

that involve general principles regarding the doctrine of substantive consolidation. Although we

believe that the geneial principles applying to the analysis of substantive consolidation should be

applied to reachihe result described in the opinion, we caution that a court addressing the issue of
suÙstantive consolidation would rule on the issue of substantive consolidation based on the

particular facts and circumstances before it, and might, therefore, reach a different result based on

ihose facts. Therefore, our opinion is a reasoned opinion based on an analysis of case law that we

believe would be applicable by analogy to the factual patterns set forth in this letter' Our opinion

is not a guaranty as io what a particular bankruptcy couft actually would hold, but is an opinion as

to the dãcision a bankruptcy court would reach assuming that the issues were properly presented

to it and assuming that the bankruptcy court correctly followed existing precedent as to legal and

eqr"ritable principles applicable in bankruptcy cases.

E-5. We have found no controlling reported decisional authority directly on point;

existing authority is not conclusive as to the relative weight to be accorded to the factors to be

considãred and fails to provide consistently applied general principles or guidelines with which to

analyze all of the factòrs present in this transaction. Instead, judicial decisions in this area are

,rrully made on the basis of an analysis of the facts and circumstances of the particular case' We

ì'rr :!!!ììì i,i;.r i..i..f
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note that a bankruptcy court's decision regarding matters on which we opine in this letter would

necessarily be based on the court's own analysis and interpretation of the factual evidence before

it (which may materially differ from the factual and other matters on which this letter is premised)

and of applicable legal principles. Consequently, this opinion is not a prediction of what any

particulai court (including any appellate court) reaching the issue on the merits would hold, but

ìnstead is our opinion as tã the proper result to be reached by a court applying existing legal rules

to the facts as properly found (and consistent with the assumptions set forth herein) after a fully-

co ntested trial ãnd' appropriate briefìng and argument' 26

E-6. A legal opinion on matters involving bankruptcy law unavoidably has inherent

li¡ritations that genórallydo not exist in respect of other issues on which opinions of third parties

typically are próvided. These inherent limitations exist primarily because of (a) the pervasive

eqtritabie po*èrr of the bankruptcy court, (b) the overriding goal of reorganization to which other

legal righis and policies may be subordinated, (c) the potential relevance of exercising judicial

discretión, as evidenced by the fact that coufts have accorded different degrees ofsignificance to

a variety of factual elements, (d) facts and circumstances arising in the future that are different

frorn those assumed in this letter, and (e) the nature of the bankruptcy process in general.

Accordingly, the Opinion must be considered in light of these broad statutory and equitable powers

ofthe bankruptcy court over a debtor's estate, creditors, and equity security holders.

F,-7. Our opinion excludes the effects of the provisions of the Employee Retirement

Income Secttrity Act of 1974, 29 U.S.C. 9S 1001, et seq., under which affiliated entities may

become liable for unfunded pension liabilities of entities under common control with them, and

the appiicability of certain provisions of tax laws or other statutory provisions under which

affiliated persons rnay be made liable for debts of affiliated persons.

E-8. The foregoing analysis and opinion are based on and limited in all respects to

factual matters that we havã assurned to be in existence as of the date of this letter and the

Bankruptcy Code in effect on the date of this letter. Other than our review of the Orders and the

Officeris Certificates, we have not undertaken any investigation or independent confltrmation of
any assumed factual matters. We disclaim any obligation to revise or supplement this opinion' or

to otherwise notify you, if such factual matters change or if such laws or regulations change by

legislative or regulatory action, judicial decision, or otherwise.

26 This opinion also is not a prediction that an appellate court would reach the merits of any appeal of an adverse

deterrninätion by a bankruptcy court of the matters on which we opine in this letter. Such a determination may be

contained in an order .onfi..ing a plan of reorganization subject to the assertion of the doctrine of "equitable

rnootness,,; if the bankruptcy cãurt order were not stayed pending appeal and if the plan were substantially

consummated, an appellatË court might dismiss the appeal as "equitably moot" without reaching the appeal's tnerits'
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This opinion letter is being rendered solely for the benefit of the addressee and may not be

relied on in any manner by any other person or entity other than the addressee. This opinion letter

may not be quoted or oiherwise included, summarized, or referred to in any publication or

docurnent, in whole or in part, for any purpose, or furnished to any person or entity other than the

addressee, except that this opinion letter also may be furnished to the addressee's attorneys or as

may be required in accordalce with any legal process or any court or governmental or regulatory

authority to which the addressee is subject.

'ö;;Cr'/LP
Perkins Coie LLP
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